(not only the lymph used in certain parts of the country, but all the vaccine employed) has suffered from this inattention to the necessaries of safe vaccination. Instead, therefore, of insisting that when this imperfect lymph is passed through a healthy child, it becomes pure vaccine, identical with the virus derived from the cow, it would surely be better, scientifically more consistent, to return to the original source of vaccinia, and in place of employing the virus of spontaneous cowpox, which is found to act very severely, to use heifer lymph, which " has all the qualities of that of the spontaneous disease, except its too frequent acrimony."
By renewing vaccine lymph in this way, we admit that the lymph at present employed is imperfect, not in consequence of a continuous transmission through successive human generations, but that its efficacy has been impaired by its careless propagation in the human subject.
